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Abstract

In this the different lift systems will be considered. Assume that there are two
lifts with unbounded volumes, which give a service for customers on N floors.
Denote λij the intensity of customers (which are going from tth to jth floor)
arriving for service. We’ll assume that arrival flow is stationary and ordinary
Poisson process.

In the capacity of the effeciency indexes for such systems is taken a customer
average service time, which consist two components: waiting time before service
and service time. Waiting time before service is measured from the instant of
customer arriving into the system until the instant when customer gets service
(i.e. lift comes to desired floor). Customer service time is defined as a time
interval between service start instant and epoch when customer leaves lift.

Our aim is: by introducing control policy to diminish the efficiency index.
There exist the different types of control policy. We’ll consider control, which
means delay of the beginning service. Such control for some systems gave gain
in the customer average waiting time.

1. Introduction. Mathematical models of complex queues are widely used
in different applications, for instance in the transportation, in biology and so on.
Although such mathematical models can be formulated in the frame of standard
queues, unfortunately analytical research of these models faces with some difficul-
ties, because they have complicated structure. Important problem here is a control
problem by these systems, which can diminish the values of different characteristics
and get some gain.

One of the effective approaches for investigations of such systems is simulation
of a behavior these systems on computer. Such approach allows calculating different
characteristics of the systems and taking necessary decisions.

In this paper the different lift systems will be considered [1]. Assume that there
are two lifts with unbounded volumes, which give a service for customers on N
floors. Denote λij the intensity of customers (which are going from ith to jth floor)
arriving for service. We’ll assume that arrival flow is stationary and ordinary Poisson
process. There are different cases:

1. loading regime, when λ1j 6= 0;
2. unloading regime, when λ1j = 0;
3. mixed regime, when λij 6= 0, i 6= j.
In the capacity of the efficiency indexes for such systems is taken a customer

average service time [2], which consists two components: waiting time before service
and service time. Waiting time before service is measured from the instant of cus-
tomer arriving into the system until the instant when customer gets service (i.e. lift
comes to desired floor). Customer service time is defined as a time interval between
service start instant and epoch when customer leaves lift.

Our aim is: by introducing control policy to diminish the efficiency index. There
exist the different types of control policy. We’ll consider control, which means delay
of the beginning service [2]. Such control for some systems gave gain in the customer
average waiting time [3,4].




